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THANK YOU…
“The new Neonatal ICU offered us the

over 1,600 babies, each one a miracle

gift of being able to stay home in

of their own. Many families like the

Kelowna and surrounded by our

Robertsons now no longer have to

community of friends and family

travel from their Okanagan homes to

during a very tender time in our life.

the Lower Mainland to receive the

This was a truly incomparable gift.”

specialized, lifesaving care for their

Those

tiny babies.

are the words of Jaclyn

Robertson, mom of Indy, a 7-week
preemie born in KGH’s new perinatal
unit last year.

New moms with their KGH Kids!
From left to right: Fiona
Patterson and Hemingway,
Jaclyn Robertson and Indy,
Jillian Harris and Leo

Your gift is an investment in our
healthcare for all those young families
starting a new chapter in their life.

Thanks to your very generous gift to

Donors like you funded state-of-the-

the Giving Giggles campaign, Kelowna

art equipment, such as a new Giraffe

General Hospital now has the most

incubator and comfort-items like the

advanced

BC’s

special Kangaroo Care Chairs for mom

Southern Interior. At our March 6,

to snuggle her premature baby.

2017 wrap-up event, we announced

Giving changes everything.

perinatal

unit

in

the total campaign funds raised:
$3,283,389 – surpassing our goal of $3

Thank You!

million, an accomplishment credited
to your generosity.
The new unit opened on March 6,
2016, and has witnessed the birth of

Doug Rankmore
CEO, KGH Foundation

THE BEST POSSIBLE START…

for our littlest patients

The new Perinatal Unit on the 4th floor

available assessment tools for baby

of the Interior Heart & Surgical Centre

Hemingway born last April 2016.

features expanded patient and clinical
space, including five spacious labour &
delivery rooms and 13 private & semiprivate post-partum rooms. It is also
home to a modern 2B

Neonatal

Intensive Care Unit (NICU) with the
capacity to support up to 20 babies.

However, when complications arise
during labour, the dedicated operating
room, state-of-the-art equipment and
advanced neonatal care becomes the
miracle that saves a baby’s life. “We’re
thrilled with what donors have been
able to do here. Having donor support is

“It’s comforting to know that maternity

tremendous,” said neonatologist Dr. Jill

care in Kelowna is a priority,” shared

Boulton, who recently joined KGH from

new mom Fiona Patterson. The KGH

Alberta Children’s Hospital. Dr. Boulton

maternity ward offers more privacy and

and her team care for the sickest of

provides

babies and those born as early as 10

a

more

family-centered

environment, with a warm atmosphere
to foster a sense of calm and well-being
for new mothers, their babies and
loved-ones. The Patterson family greatly
enjoyed the comforts of the new ward
with all the donor-funded furniture in
their

private

room,

and

bedside-

weeks premature.
By supporting your hospital, you are

Jaclyn Robertson and son Indy,
born 7-weeks premature at KGH;
Dr. Jill Boulton, neonatologist

NEW PERINATAL
UNIT FEATURES
• DEDICATED PERINATAL
OPERATING ROOM

• 5 PRIVATE LABOUR AND
DELIVERY ROOMS

• 20 BED NICU WITH FOUR SEMIPRIVATE NURSERIES

• 1 LABOUR AND 1 NICU
ISOLATION ROOM

• 9 PRIVATE POST-PARTUM
FAMILY SUITES

• 4 SEMI- PRIVATE POST-PARTUM
PATIENT ROOMS

• FAMILY ROOM
• NOURISHMENT CENTRE

part of a very special team ensuring our

• OUTPATIENT CLINIC

littlest patients have the best possible

• STAFF LOUNGE

start to life.

Your gifts matter.

Sharie Schwab, perinatal nurse
educator, KGH

THE IMPACT of your generosity
DONOR FUNDED
EQUIPMENT

“As staff nurses, we really appreciate

Donors like you also funded other

the support that we get from the

equipment and comfort-items such as:

LABOUR & DELIVERY

community,”

Wilkie,

• oxygen flowmeters, phototherapy

• HUGGS INFANT SECURITY

neonatal nurse educator. “Having the

spotlights, milk warmers, breast

equipment there allows me to pay

pumps,

attention to the baby, because I trust

thermometers,

SYSTEM

• RAPID BLOOD INFUSER
• 5 BIRTHING BEDS

said

Bonnie

my equipment.” Your donor-funded
equipment is now mostly available to

• 15 WIRELESS FETAL MONITORS

Bonnie and her colleagues. Some of

• 3 CONGENITAL HEART

the highlights include:

SCREENING MONITORS
NEONATAL ICU

• CENTRAL MONITORING SYTEM
• “GIRAFFE” INCUBATOR
• DIGITAL ULTRASOUND IMAGING
PLATE

• NEONATAL VEIN FINDER
• 7 INFANT CARDIO RESPIRATORY
MONITORS

• 3 PHOTOTHERAPHY SPOT LIGHTS

• A NICU Central Monitoring System
allows the staff to monitor all the
babies’ heart rates and vital signs
from a single set of monitors,

• A new rapid infuser allows staff to
deliver large volumes of blood to
mom quickly in case of emergencies,

diaper

scales,

and

• 12 new NICU cribs and 6 bassinets,
• 29 breast feeding chairs for mom
and 29 sleeper chairs for dad, and

• 13 Kangaroo care chairs in NICU,
specialized

recliners

that

allow

parents to snuggle their premature
babies skin-to-skin for longer periods
of time.
The new unit provides an excellent
working environment for the staff, and
standardized equipment throughout
the unit greatly reduces stress. “No

• 15 new wireless fetal monitors allow

matter where you’re doing a delivery,

moms to move freely during labour,

you’ve got the same equipment, which

while their baby’s vital signs are

is significant,” shared Scharie Schwab,

continuously monitored.

perinatal nurse educator.

A YEAR OF MIRACLES

Giving Giggles campaign
donor recognition wall

thank you for providing the gift of life
“OUR FOCUS IN THE
NEW UNIT IS TO PROVIDE
AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE
THE SICKEST OF BABIES
CAN BE WELL CARED FOR
AND THEIR FAMILIES
CAN BE WELCOMED
AND RECOGNIZED AS
AN INTEGRAL PART
OF THE TEAM.”
- BONNIE WILKIE
NICU NURSE EDUCATOR, KGH

thank you for your support

